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FEEL THE SHINE
Choose your Cards

- **Shot Gun**
- **Surfers Fest**
- **Sell your product**
- **Just a Minute**
- **Connexions**
- **Channel surfing**

**Cash Prize**

Rs.50,000

---

**Shot Gun** a general quiz which includes logical reasoning, critical thinking, aptitude etc.

**Surfers Fest** Teams will be provided with the college map and they have to find the hidden treasure inside the college campus within the given time.

**Sell your product** This event will test the teams on the basis of convincing capabilities and selling a non-existing product.

**Just a Minute** In this event the spontaneity of the students will be tested.

**Connexions** General Quiz will be conducted for the candidates in the prelims. For finals the team has to identify the correct word for the displayed picture.

**Channel surfing** In this event teams had to do “which happens when we change through channels - change your tone, style, attitude make sure it’s fun.”

---

Department of Management Sciences, Velammal Engineering College, organising National Level Symposium FEZARTZ’16 for all the Departments of Arts and Science background.